
MATH ARTICLE OF THE WEEK     NAME:     

DIRECTIONS:  

1. READ THE ARTICLE BELOW AND HIGHLIGHT YOUR CONFUSION AND BE READY TO 

DISCUSS IT IN CLASS. DEINE ALL FOUR WORDS IN BOLD.  

 

2. DETERMINE THE PATHAGOREAN WINNING PERCENTAGES OF THE FOLLOWING TEAMS 

(SHOW ALL OF YOUR WORK): 

A. DODGERS  WINS 43 LOSSESS 28 

 

 

B. MARINERS  WINS 23 LOSSESS 41 

 

 

C. ASTROS  WINS  33 LOSSESS 35 

 

 

3. IF THE NORMAL REGULAR BASEBALL SEASON IS 162 GAMES IN LENGTH, HOW MANY 

GAMES SHOULD EACH OF THE TEAMS PREDICT TO WIN?   

A. DODGERS: 

B. MARINERS: 

C. ASTROS:  

 

Rays’ Sudden Rise Supports Thinking Inside the Triangle 
The Influence of Pythagoras on Baseball 

 

The July record of the Rays, led by James Loney and others, roughly agrees with a record calculated through a formula 

based on the Pythagorean theorem.  

By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Published: July 27, 2013  

Pythagoras, it would seem, is having a moment.  



The pride of Samos, he was in the news last week when Jason Garrett, coach of the Dallas 
Cowboys, said he had been quizzing his standout wide receiver Miles Austin on the 
mathematician and philosopher’s famous theorem for determining the length of the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle.  

“It’s A-squared plus B-squared equals C-squared is the theory,” Austin said. “It’s the longest 
angle of the triangle.”  

Garrett, a Princeton graduate, was using the work of Pythagoras to help Austin run his 
routes more efficiently.  

In baseball, the Pythagorean theorem, in the form of a Bill James riff to determine a team’s 
expected win-loss record, has been giving Las Vegas oddsmakers a run for their money.  

Like the method of squaring the two sides of a right triangle that form a 90-degree angle to 
determine the squared length of the longest side, Pythagorean Winning Percentage is 
determined by squaring a team’s runs scored, then dividing that by the sum of the team’s 
runs scored squared plus its runs allowed squared.  

The James formula is often maligned for being thrown off by high-scoring games, and for 
not accounting for a team’s ability to win close games, but it had exactly predicted the 
records of four teams through Friday: Boston, Kansas City, Minnesota and Arizona. Only 
five teams had a record more than three games different from the expected record, with 
Detroit (five games worse) and Philadelphia (five games better) being the greatest outliers.  

The most interesting case for the run-differential argument, however, has been the Tampa 
Bay Rays.  

After a win on June 30, the Rays were 43-39, six games behind division-leading Boston. 
With a win over the Yankees on Friday night, in the first of a three-game series in New York, 
they took over first place, completing a remarkable turnaround.  

What makes the Rays interesting is that on June 30, they were fundamentally a 43-39 team. 
Their 378 runs scored and 360 runs allowed produced an expected record matching their 
actual record. Their offense was nothing special, and their pitching ace, David Price, was 
recovering from injury. There was no reason to believe they were suddenly going to morph 
into the best team in baseball.  
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http://espn.go.com/mlb/stats/rpi
http://espn.go.com/mlb/stats/rpi
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/sports/baseball/majorleague/tampabaydevilrays/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/sports/baseball/majorleague/tampabaydevilrays/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/sports/baseball/majorleague/tampabaydevilrays/index.html?inline=nyt-org


Since then, they were 18-3 entering Saturday’s game, outscoring their opponents by 107-53. 
The expected record for that run differential would be 16-5, proving that the streak has not 
been about luck, but rather has just been a team playing phenomenal baseball for the better 
part of a month.  

The question is to what degree that hot streak is sustainable.  

In terms of pitching, the great performances are not exactly unexpected, even if they will be 
difficult to keep up. Price has returned, and looks like the reigning Cy Young Award winner 
that he is, having gone 4-1 with a 1.76 earned run average in July. That qualifies him as only 
the third-best starter for the Rays this month, with Matt Moore (4-0, 0.91 E.R.A.) and Chris 
Archer (3-0, 0.96 before his start Saturday) emerging as the team’s top two starters, and 
Jeremy Hellickson (3-0, 2.63) not far behind.  

But for the Rays, strong pitching performances are nothing new. It is offense, besides Evan 
Longoria, that the team has historically struggled with. And it may be offense that 
eventually ends this streak.  

Longoria has not been part of the July fun, hitting .187 in 20 games. The team’s offense has 
instead been led by three players who had been given up on by other clubs: James Loney, 
Kelly Johnson and Luke Scott.  

Loney (29 years old), Johnson (31) and Scott (35) have all had moments of offensive 
prowess in the past, but to expect a group of castoffs to continue to carry the team, 
particularly after the pitching comes back to earth some, would be unwise.  

For the Rays, sustained success may be all about timing. As those hitters and the team’s 
starting pitching regress to the mean, the Rays will need Longoria and Ben Zobrist to start 
hitting again to balance things out.  

Whether or not that will happen is something even Pythagoras could not predict. In fairness 
to him, he died more than 2,300 years before baseball was invented 

 

http://tampabay.rays.mlb.com/stats/sortable.jsp#elem=%5Bobject+Object%5D&tab_level=child&click_text=Sortable+Player+pitching&game_type=R&season=2013&season_type=ANY&league_code=MLB&sectionType=sp&statType=pitching&page=1&ts=1374939782551&playerType=ALL&timeframe=&last_x_days=&split=7&team_id=139
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